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'Lirnitect Sovereignty' "7 éâ
Re' led by Czech Artists

11NTEl1NATIOIVAL

AGUE, Feb . 24 (UPI) . — A Czechoslovak )reformers vastly
congress of artists rejected the more difficult !

Rude Pravo a'?go répIter a new,
self-burning -ettf1ntpt . this time in-
volving a 19-year-old y?tth who
tried to commit suicide, fir '` by
slashing his wrists and ter by
setting fire to himself:

The attempt was one of more
than a score in Czechooslovakia
since the student Jan Palach set
fire to himself in January as an,
anti-Soviet protss . His was the
only one in which politics was
shown to be the motive.

emlin's theory of "limited sov-
rignty" in a resolution publish-
ed today.

The artists also protested the

Lilo
of industry officials

who lacked the approval of their
nion. They singled out for spe-
ial criticism Premysl Koci, a
inger and former supporter of

deposed President Antonin Novot-
ny who was recently named pro-
tramming chief of Czechoslovakia
Television.

The Communist party news-
paper Rude Pravo said the resolu-
tion, passed Saturday at the Con-
gress of the Czech Union of Tele-
vision and Film Artists "rejected
the theory of limited sovereignty
}rid emphasized the desire for
democratic elections ."

The limited sovereignty doctrine
holds that the Communist bloc
nations should bow to the power
and leadership of the Soviet Union
and surrender to it a degree of
their independence . The theory

T
s a partial justification for the°ayviet-led Czechoslovak invasion in

[?~agust.
...Elections have been delayed

since the invasion because of Soy-
n t fears that they will drive from

fice the remnants of Mr . Novot-
ny's Stalinist regime and make
the Kremlin's job of controlling
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